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Sydney architects Johnson Pilton
Walker (JPW) have won the second-
round design competition for UNSW
Asia’s Changi campus. JPW will work
in partnership with Singapore-based
firm Team 3 to design the Science
and Engineering Laboratory building,
which will provide high-quality
undergraduate teaching facilities,
research labs and office
accommodation. JPW were the
unanimous choice of the selection
committee for the way their design complements the campus master plan. JPW have won numerous
national and international architecture awards for major projects such as Governor Philip and
Macquarie Towers in Sydney, the Museum of Sydney and the Asian wing of the Art Gallery of NSW.
They also designed the Rupert Myers Building at UNSW’s main campus. ■
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From the Vice-Chancellor

Artist illustrations, JPW

This first issue of Uniken for 2006 profiles the work of our top researchers in the field of brain
sciences. 
The ‘Brain Sciences’ – neuroscience, psychiatry, psychology and neurology – are major

strengths of UNSW and our affiliated institutes. Our leadership in this area is evidenced by
international recognition for our breakthrough research into disorders such as schizophrenia,
depression, bipolar disorder and Alzheimer’s disease. The fact that UNSW and the Prince of Wales
Medical Research Institute (POWMRI) have jointly secured the right to establish Australia’s first
Professorial Chair of Schizophrenia Research is an indication of our standing in this area.   

Brain Sciences UNSW, launched in March last year, aims to capitalise on this extraordinary depth
of research talent by providing opportunities for intellectual engagement and collaboration. It involves
researchers from the Faculties of Medicine and Science, POWMRI, the Black Dog Institute and the
Garvan Institute of Medical Research. As Vice-Chancellor, I was very pleased to support the creation
of this network. It offers an alternative to a formal research centre as a model for facilitating collabo-
rative research.   

How to measure the quality and impact of an institution’s research is of course one of the most
contentious issues facing the higher education sector in 2006. Finalising the RQF, or Research
Quality Framework, is no doubt high on the agenda for Julie Bishop, the new Minister for Science,
Education and Training. The Go8 universities recognise the need for such a framework and are keen
to see the RQF focused as tightly as possible on research excellence. 

Meanwhile UNSW is opening a second front in terms of research excellence. UNSW Asia in
Singapore will be the first comprehensive research and teaching campus to be established overseas
by an Australian university. We are now working hard to establish the foundation research programs
for UNSW Asia, and to ensure that it is a truly research-intensive institution. I am particularly pleased
by the support UNSW has received from the Government of Singapore for the campus’s proposed
research activities. This high-level engagement has been exemplified by the appointment of the
President of UNSW Asia to Singapore’s National Research Foundation (NRF), along with the
Presidents of the other Singapore universities.

I take this opportunity to wish staff a happy and successful 2006 and in particular to welcome new
staff to the UNSW community. ■

Mark Wainwright
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Intelligent design meets string theory
Violinist and industrial designer Tricia Ho is
drawing a good audience for her
ergonomically designed pain-free violin. 
Ms Ho, who has just completed a Bachelor
of Industrial Design in the Faculty of the
Built Environment, designed her idea of the
“perfect electric violin” using high-tech
materials for her final year design
project. Dubbed ‘EV’ (for ergonomic
violin), the prototype has won a
German design award and is
short-listed for this year’s
Australian Design Awards,
to be announced in May.
Made from a
combination of 
carbon fibre and 
a ‘shape memory
polymer’, the EV can
be moulded to suit a
player’s personality and
physique.

Indigenous summer school
Engineering is not a career path for many Aboriginal students. Indeed, Australia has
only 10 qualified Indigenous engineers. But the 9th Indigenous Australian Engineering
Summer School, hosted by UNSW, did its best to redress this imbalance. The
program included visits to the University’s engineering schools as well as scaling the
Sydney Harbour Bridge, a visit to the RTA Crash Lab, and exploring the Lane Cove
Tunnel construction site. But the highlight for many of the 20 students was morning
tea with the Governor-General at his harbourside residence. The annual event is
sponsored by non-profit organisation Engineering Aid.
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Surprise result in HIV trial
An international study of antiretroviral drugs, which involves researchers from UNSW’s
National Centre for HIV Epidemiology and Clinical Research, has been modified after a
surprise early result. Funded by the US-based National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, the study compares continuous antiretroviral therapy with episodic drug
treatment. Enrolment in the 33-country study was stopped because patients receiving
episodic therapy had twice the risk of disease progression – either the development of
clinical AIDS or death – than those who were on continuous treatment. 

It’s an honour
Two UNSW academics received awards in the Australia
Day honours list. Associate Professor Malcolm Mackerras
of the School of Humanities and Social Sciences at
UNSW@ADFA’s was made an Officer (AO) in the General
Division of the Order of Australia. Associate Professor
Kay Wilhelm of the School of Psychiatry, who is based 
at St Vincent’s Hospital, was made a Member (AM) in 
the General Division.

The John Niland 
Scientia Building
The Scientia has been officially renamed The John Niland
Scientia Building. The naming honour recognises the
former Vice-Chancellor’s critical role in transforming 
the University through the implementation of the UNSW
Campus Development Strategy. Emeritus Professor
Niland was Vice-Chancellor from 1992–2002. 
The Scienta was opened in 1999 and is regarded as 
the iconic heart of the campus.

New appointments to 
UNSW Council
There have been two high-profile appointments to the
University Council. Lawyer and alumnus Jillian Segal is an
experienced board director and currently holds positions
with the NAB, the Australian Stock Exchange, and is a
former Deputy Chair of ASIC. Ms Segal replaces Cathy
Harris. Terry Davis is Managing Director of Coca-Cola
Amatil. He is a member of the Business Council of Australia,
the board of the St George Bank and the Advisory Board of
the Faculty of Commerce and Economics.

Growing consensus in the
High Court
Unanimous judgements in the High Court account for a
large number of its decisions, according to a report by
UNSW’s Gilbert + Tobin Centre of Public Law. An analysis
of the High Court’s decisions in 2005 was presented at
the Centre’s annual Constitutional Law Conference. 
Dr Andrew Lynch and Professor George Williams found
that more than 20 percent of cases were decided with 
a single judgment. “This returns the frequency of such
opinions to the levels seen over 10 years ago under
Chief Justices Gibbs and Mason,” said Dr Lynch.

Good chemistry
UNSW is the clear leader in chemistry among Australian
universities by publishing the highest impact research
papers over the past five years, according to the
influential INCITES citation index rankings. The survey
measured universities by average citations per paper
published between 2000 and 2004.

Science scoop
UNSW research into how female dolphins teach their
female offspring to use marine sponges as hunting tools
was rated as one of the world’s top 10 science stories of
2005 by US science magazine Discover. The research
was published in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.

■ N E W S  B R I E F S
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Nanotechnology researchers in the Faculty of
Engineering are developing surface coatings
that could be used for self-cleaning

bathrooms.
Led by Professor Rose Amal and Professor

Michael Brungs of the ARC Centre for Functional
Nanomaterials, a research team is studying tiny
particles of titanium dioxide currently used on
outdoor surfaces such as self-cleaning windows. 

Exposure to light below a certain wavelength
gives the particles an oxidising quality stronger than
any commercial bleach. These nanoparticles then
kill microbes and break down organic compounds.
And because surfaces coated with titanium dioxide
have another property called ‘superhydrophilicity’ –
meaning droplets do not form – water runs straight
off the surface, effectively cleaning it.

Professor Amal says the coatings would be 
most useful on surfaces in hospitals and homes. 
“If you’ve got this coating on tiles or shower
screens you don’t need so many chemical agents,”
she says.

Presently, titanium dioxide can only be activated
by the UVA present in sunlight. The UNSW team is
working on ways to do this with indoor light. They
are modifying the nanoparticles with other elements
such as iron and nitrogen so they can absorb light
at longer wavelengths.

Lab trials show that glass coated with the new
nanoparticles can be activated by light from a lamp
to kill Escherchia coli and volatile organic
compounds. 

Professor Amal is confident the coatings in baths
and sinks will not cause skin irritations because
water attenuates the light. “It will only be active if
light can reach the surface.”

So far the team has been working at laboratory
scale. “It’s probably a year before we can talk to
industry and test outside the lab.” ■

By Mary O’Malley

Professor Swan, of the Faculty of
Commerce and Economics, has
uncovered why equity investments such

as shares and units in managed funds,
outperform the bond market on average by
between six and eight percent per annum.
This is known as the ‘equity premium puzzle’.

He has presented his research to the
leading business schools in the United
States, including the University of Chicago,
Northwestern, Carnegie Mellon, Vanderbilt,
UC Santa Barbara, as well as Singapore
Management University and Nanyang
Technological University.

And as part of this work, Professor Swan,
who is an ARC Australian Professorial Fellow,
has developed a mathematical model that
could be used to earn higher returns. 

“My model can help identify illiquid
equities, that is, those that do not trade
very often, that have the right trading
characteristics,” he says. “This is important
because those stocks that investors want
to trade but choose not to because of
trading frictions, such as high transaction
costs, are likely to command higher
returns.”

He says if investors don’t want to trade
much then they may be better off with such
a portfolio. “In fact, the Australian Stock
Exchange (ASX) ought to offer indexes
based entirely on liquidity/illiquidity.”

Professor Swan’s model incorporates 
the benefits and costs of trading equity
investments and bonds, in determining
returns. It simulates how equity and bond
markets have operated in the past 50 to
100 years. 

“People think that the higher returns
we’ve seen on the stock market are due to
risk, but that only explains about half a
percentage point of the higher returns
enjoyed by equity, as shown by previous
research,” he explains.

“In my theory, the remaining 5.5 percent
to 7.5 percent represents compensation for
lack of liquidity.”

Professor Swan’s work helps to account
for the theory of “irrational exuberance”, a
term coined by the US Federal Reserve
chairman, Alan Greenspan. It refers to large
price fluctuations for stocks.

“Until now, no-one had provided a theory
for why stock prices are so volatile when
dividends are stable and earnings are
relatively stable. The biggest benefit of all is
from trading that security. That benefit can
vary dramatically on a day-to-day basis. We
no longer need the new field of ‘behavioural’
finance to explain ‘excess’ volatility.”

Professor Swan says his work also has
relevance to real estate transactions.

“What my model did for the Australian
Stock Exchange could also be applied to
real estate,” he says.

“The asset pricing research indicates that
state governments, perhaps in conjunction
with the Commonwealth, should scrap
stamp duty on property. Taxing transactions
is an inherently exceedingly inefficient way
of raising revenue.”

The Queensland government halved its
stamp duty on stock transactions in 1995,
on the basis of Professor Swan’s research
with Professor Michael Aitken. The market
value on the top 96 stocks alone rose by
$4.6 billion within two hours of that
announcement and other states were forced
to follow suit, he says. 

“Stamp duty on houses today is about six
times what it was on shares prior to the
Queensland announcement and thus the
impacts are likely to be far more beneficial.” ■

Financial model earns higher returns
Scientia Professor Peter Swan has solved one of the most
enduring mysteries of the world’s financial markets, a result that
could change the way we invest. By Susi Hamilton.

What my model did for 
the Australian Stock
Exchange could also be
applied to real estate

How Australia measures up in corporate governance

Researchers from the School of Banking and Finance have found that corporate
governance is better in companies that have large shareholdings by financial
institutions. Previous research has shown a link between good corporate

governance and better shareholder returns. 
The study, published in the Journal of Finance, looked at close to 20,000 firms 

across 45 countries. Australia had the 10th highest rate of institutional block holdings 
at 65 percent; Ireland came in first with 93 percent. The researchers found that
countries with strong shareholder rights, effective legal enforcement and extensive
financial disclosure tend to have a greater extent of large institutional shareholdings. ■

A bathroom that
cleans itself
We may yet be saved from the
weekly bathroom blitz. 
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Mark Bennett last month hosted NSi’s first
meeting of the Uniseed venture capital
fund, “and the news is very positive for

UNSW’s researchers. Already we are presenting
a series of prime investment opportunities to 
the Fund.”

Uniseed was the first specialist pre-seed
commercialisation fund for university technology
established in Australia. NSi is the newest
member of the group, which was founded by
the commercialisation arms of the Universities
of Melbourne and Queensland. The fourth
member is Westscheme, Western Australia’s
largest private sector superannuation fund.

“Under the partnership, Uniseed will work
closely with NSi to invest in technologies from
UNSW and affiliated organisations,” Bennett
says. “The University’s investment of $10 million
means there is now more than $61 million
committed to the Fund, 90 percent of which is
dedicated to assist the commercialisation of
projects through the formation of spin-off
companies of its member universities.”

In its five years of operation, Uniseed has
been one of the most successful early stage
venture capital funds in Australia. It has
leveraged more than six times its initial
investment from follow-on funders and
government grants, says Bennett. “That is a
clear endorsement of their investment strategy.”

NSi’s target is to form four to five new spin-off
companies each year. Uniseed will be given a
priority right to back these new ventures.

“UNSW’s current patent profile is roughly 

49 percent in engineering, 30 percent in
medicine and 20 percent in science, with a
small component in the humanities. This profile
is very attractive to Uniseed and complements
the pipeline of technology flowing from the 
other member universities in the Fund.”

Bennett says what makes the Fund user-
friendly from a university perspective is that 
“it has a different risk approach, and it will fund
projects at times and stages where other
investors may not and this is of course very
beneficial to us”.

Professor Les Field, Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Research) and Chairman of NSi, says Uniseed
will be an invaluable aid to NSi as it moves to
forge closer relationships with academic staff.
“By assisting NSi to take projects through the
difficult early stages of commercial funding, it
will help our innovators to see their work
successfully developed.”

Bennett has been on board since November
and he’s confident that the new direction for NSi
– born out of the restructure of Unisearch – will
deliver benefits to all partners.

He has extensive experience in the field and
has established spin-off companies and raised

investment funds for university technology, most
recently at the University of Sydney. He has also
worked as a senior manager in the private
sector, with a background in business
innovation, product development and
intellectual property management.

“NSi is operating under a new model and our
business plan is now very focused indeed.
We’re looking at core assets in terms of the IP
that is being generated, how to facilitate that
and how to foster funding.”

“There were some problems in the past with
IP commercialisation for UNSW,” says Bennett.
“We are working hard to re-establish those links
both on campus and with industry partners. I
want to get the message out there loud and
clear that the new structure offers many
advantages to researchers.”

“We all know you can live with the
consequences of bad business models and
deals for decades, where the inventors and the
university get no benefit. We help build an IP
asset by applying the best possible commercial
practice.”

According to Bennett, the questions that
always need to be asked are: “‘What is the
long-term benefit of a hot technology and are
the royalty structures and other agreements set
up properly?’ And ‘Do I have the right industry
partners on board for the deal?’”

The bottom line, he says, is that the
researcher and university “must and should get
a fair return”. ■

By Denise Knight
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Blue sky thinking
The recently appointed CEO of UNSW’s new commercialisation arm, 
NewSouth Innovations (NSi), is optimistic about the business opportunities ahead.

NSi’s target is to form four to
five new spin-off companies
each year. Uniseed will be
given a priority right to back
these new ventures

The bottom line is that the researcher and university must and should get a fair return 
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Winners of the 2005 Vice-Chancellor’s Awards for Teaching Excellence 

Postgraduate research supervision
Professor Denis Wakefield, School of
Medical Science

Sessional teaching
Dr Thomas Hickie and Dr Anthony
Hughes, School of Law

Profiles of all award winners will 
be featured in Uniken throughout 
the year.

General category
Mr Richard Buckland, School of Computer
Science and Engineering
Ms Carmen Cabot, School of Modern
Language Studies
Associate Professor Jacquelyn Cranney,
School of Psychology
Associate Professor John Lodewijks, School
of Economics
Dr Eva Segelov, St Vincent’s Hospital
Clinical School

In a class of their own

The influence of a great teacher can last a lifetime. The Vice-Chancellor’s Awards for Teaching
Excellence formally recognise individual contributions to quality teaching and postgraduate
research supervision at UNSW.

The awards measure excellence in terms of the student learning experience and outcomes, 
as well as the lecturer’s scholarly approach to improving their teaching. Recipients are 
nominated by students or fellow staff.

“She is one of those
rare teachers who
actually enjoys not
only the subject she
is teaching, but also
the fact that she is
teaching – double
bonus!” writes one of
her students. 

It’s not hard to see
why Carmen Cabot’s

Spanish classes are so popular.
“I am very excited and pleased about

getting this award after years of hard work to
make Spanish a language worth learning,”
says the lecturer in the School of Modern
Languages. “I love making a difference in the
way we teach languages. Teaching is part of
my life and it comes naturally to me.”

Ms Cabot’s award recognises her use of
technology in the classroom to enhance
language learning. “I have been able to
combine academic research in pedagogy, with
a particular focus on theories of second
language learning and the application of
information and computer technology in the
classroom. WebCT opened up a whole new
way of teaching for me. For language studies
having a tool we can use for multimedia and
interactive activities is a way ahead!”

Over the summer, Ms Cabot was rewriting
the third-year Spanish curriculum to integrate
new ICT developments. “I always try to find
different ways of teaching for different learners.
At the moment I am working with some movies
to teach about Spanish culture, including one
of my favourites, Almodovar’s Women on the
Verge of a Nervous Breakdown,” she laughs,

adding, “to practise Spanish language with his
films is fun and interesting. The students
become actors and they learn body and
language expressions as well as language
modulation. I believe enjoyment is a key part of
the process of learning.”

Ms Cabot is very interested in new
methodologies, and has published in the field.
“A communicative classroom where students
practise the language instead of being taught
about the language is the key to successful
teaching and learning.” Among her
publications her favourite is Busca: An
integrated toolset for Spanish foreign language
discovery, which was a prototype of software
for discovery learning.

So how would she describe her teaching
style? “I try to help students develop their own
strategies for learning by becoming self-aware
of the process and to know their own
language learning styles. I think this is very
important and sometimes a neglected area. I
don’t think at University we engage students
enough in trying to bring out of them the
passion for learning.”

Carmen came to Australia from Barcelona in
1990 to work for the Spanish Education Office
and to practise her English. After completing
her honours in psychology and education at
the Autonomous University of Barcelona, she
continued postgraduate studies at UNSW
completing a Masters in Applied Linguistics.
That led to a position teaching Spanish
language and linguistics in the department. 

She is currently working on her PhD in the
area of Computer Assisted Language
Learning. ■

By Denise Knight
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There is a strong and ever urgent need for
the realities of racism to be acknowledged.
Without doing so, it is impossible to
develop anti-racism strategies.
Dr Kevin Dunn of the School of Biological,
Earth and Environmental Sciences, co-
author of a survey of Sydney’s most racist
suburbs – Sydney Morning Herald

There would be winners and losers, but
eliminating capital gains discounts that
distort investment decisions and dropping
work related deductions would enable
rates to be cut and make the system fairer.
Professor Chris Evans, Atax – BRW 

From a biological perspective it’s a
travesty, we’re killing sharks that pose no
real threat to humans.
Associate Professor Iain Suthers of the
School of Biological, Earth and
Environmental Sciences, on the NSW
Government’s shark netting program –
Daily Telegraph 

The current outcome from Korea highlights
the continuing need for appropriate checks
and balances in all areas of scientific
research, especially very sensitive ones
such as therapeutic cloning.
Professor Bernie Tuch, Diabetes Transplant
Unit on the fabrication of embryonic stem
cell research in South Korea – Australian
Biotechnology News

An error has been made of great
magnitude. If we’re trying to say to the
world that biological depression is
eminently treatable, and yet we applaud
his stepping down, then there’s an
incongruity. 
Professor Gordon Parker of the Black Dog
Institute on former WA premier Geoff
Gallop’s decision to resign because of
depression – Australian Financial Review

They are very evil little animals, which is
why they are so fascinating to work with.
They squirm around these communities
and attack the barnacles. They squirt
digestive juices into them and suck their
flesh out.
Dr Emma Johnston of the School of
Biological, Earth and Environmental
Sciences on her research team’s discovery
of a new species of flatworm in Botany Bay
– Sydney Morning Herald

For the record

Spanish Olé

■ N E W S  &  R E S E A R C H
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G lenn Murcutt needs no introduction. A
“living legend” was how the judges of the
Pritzker Prize described him when he

received architecture’s highest honour. “He
occupies a unique place in today’s
architectural firmament,” they said.

In his long career Murcutt has created a
distinctive sense of place through his craft. His
modernist buildings are not only deeply rooted
in a specific site, but respond sensitively to the
landscape and climate.

In a tremendous coup for UNSW, Murcutt is
returning to his alma mater this year to take up
an appointment as Adjunct Professor in the
Faculty of the Built Environment. In Session
Two, he will lead the architectural design
program for third-year students.

And his return to Kensington, from where he
graduated in 1961, coincides with another
significant milestone – his 70th birthday.

Glenn Murcutt spoke to Uniken editor Denise
Knight.

How do you feel about the appointment?
It’s a great privilege in many ways and a very
nice connection. When the Dean, Peter
Murphy, asked me if I would consider it, I did
so because it is my old university. I had a few
very fine teachers from that time that extended
my father’s education for me in architecture.
They set me on my career … so to go back to
UNSW is to return some of that. And I am a
great supporter of young architects.

I believe the faculty has some great staff,
and that is very important to me. I have also
been on the advisory committee selecting
architects for campus developments such as
The Scientia and the UNSW Asia campus in

Singapore, so I have been involved with the
University for quite a long time.

How do you see your role as design master?
We’re setting a very wonderful program for the
students, I believe. I’ve done it previously and
it’s been incredibly successful. I’ve just
received reports from my students at Yale
University who say the design program was
the most important they had done at the
school.

I’ll take students to environments most likely
they’ve never been – places like Mutawintji or
Mungo National Park in the hot arid area of
western NSW.

Most of the students would regard this as
like being taken to the moon, it is that different.
They have to respond to so many foreign
things that it actually starts making them think
about what design is. 

You’ve had chairs of design and visiting
professorships at many of the leading
architecture schools around the world, what
do you enjoy about teaching?
Teaching combines both the giving as well as
the receiving. The giving is you impart as much
information as you reasonably can to the
development of the mind of each of those
students. But you also receive because you
get surprises. You get kids who look at their
work and say, “I don’t know how I did this”.
That’s what I love, to see that surprise.

You know there’s a great statement that I
only learnt last year from a wonderful
Aboriginal elder Max Harrison: “You have to
give it away to keep it.” Sounds odd doesn’t 
it, but you have to give culture, ideas, or a way
of thinking away to be able to keep it.

How would you describe your teaching style?
I’m an extremely demanding teacher … I’ve
got to say that from the start. What I want to
do is describe to the students a way of
thinking about an architecture that is
responding to the conditions that they are
building in, on and within. So we’ll be pushing
them hard and involving them so they are
immersed in thinking about the real issues
when designing. ■

Arthur & Yvonne Boyd Education Centre, Riversdale, NSW,
1996–99 (in collaboration with Wendy Lewin & Reg Lark)
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The Master
Internationally renowned architect Glenn Murcutt has been appointed an Adjunct Professor at UNSW.
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“It’s a rare privilege in this country to be funded to devote yourself
to research, and one I take seriously,” says Wroe, an expert on
mammalian and marsupial carnivore evolution.

“I’m being paid to do something I’m passionate about, in a place 
I love. UNSW is a prestigious institution and it has a top notch
vertebrate palaeontology department, so I’m happy to be here 
again.” Wroe did his undergraduate training and doctoral research 
at UNSW in the 1990s.

Fast forward to 2006: he currently has two books with publishers,
10 journal papers in press or review, and more in the pipeline. 
These include new findings on marsupial carnivore feeding behaviour,
the diet of extinct marine reptiles, reproductive biology of pterosaurs
(flying reptiles), and a new way to analyse the anatomy of warm-
blooded flesh eaters, which he calls “crash testing carnivores”.

“It’s no secret that I’ve got a special interest in extinct native
carnivores like the marsupial lion, the marsupial wolf and the giant 
rat kangaroo,” says Wroe. “At the same time, I want to help move
fossil-based research, which is largely qualitative, to a more objective,
quantitative footing.”

Wroe and his Newcastle University colleagues, Colin McHenry, 
Phil Clausen and Atul Pendhakar, are pioneering techniques to
breathe new life into the dozens of flesh-eating animals that called
Australia home over the last 20 million years or so.

“We’ve devised a way to estimate and compare ‘bite force’ in 
living and extinct carnivores,” he says. “It provides a means to
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Crash testing
carnivores
Stephen Wroe is back. After leaving UNSW to
take up postdoctoral appointments at the
Australian Museum and the University of
Sydney, the palaeontologist has returned with
a QEII Research Fellowship and a five-year
$750,000 ARC grant “to do what I want to do”.
By Dan Gaffney.

We don't have one piece of hard evidence 
that a human ever killed a megafaunal animal. 
To say humans were responsible for their
extinction is a big call

■ P R O F I L E

Up close and personal ... Stephen Wroe with a marsupial lion skull
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measure and predict relationships between the strength of an 
animal’s bite, its skull architecture and feeding behaviour.”

Wroe and his colleagues made headlines in 2003 when they
revealed that the skull and jaws of marsupials, especially the
marsupial lion, Thylacoleo carnifex, had extraordinarily high bite
forces. It was one of eight species of pouched lions that stalked
Australia as recently as 30,000 years ago. It was a “frightening 
beast with teeth like bolt cutters, and a huge switchblade claw 
on the end of its thumb,” says Wroe. 

Thylacoleo is the only marsupial lion known from a complete
skeleton, yet its anatomy and diet have been the subject of long-
running controversy. Only 80 years ago one palaeontologist ventured
that it might have been a vegetarian that dined out on native
cucumbers. Today scientists agree that it was a dedicated killer 
and averaged around 100 kg in weight. “Thylacoleo carnifex was the
most specialised mammalian carnivore ever known,” says Wroe.

Their research revealed the lion actually had more bite force than 
the famed Sabre-Toothed Tiger, from the Americas. Pound for pound,
says Wroe, “it probably bit harder than any creature of its day or 
since. The data really made us reconsider the animal’s feeding ecology
… its deadly anatomy really put it at the top of the food chain.”

Wroe is digitally crash testing the skulls of contemporary lions,
tigers and bears and has plans to do the same with living native
animals – quolls, kangaroos and Tasmanian devils – and pests, like
the fox.

He stresses this research isn’t just esoteric bio-palaeontology:
“There are lots of potential spin-offs from this kind of work. For
instance, we expect the results of these investigations on living
animals to give us new insights for land management and
conservation. There are likely spin-offs for biomedical science too. 
The methods we’re developing will have wide application in areas 
like orthopaedic and rehabilitative medicine, especially for 
procedures like joint replacements.”

Wroe’s use of new techniques to advance palaeontology underline
his wider efforts to question accepted paradigms about the rise 
and fall of Australian animal speciesa. He is, for example, a vocal 
critic of the ‘over hunting’ theory that humans were responsible for 
the mass extinction of Australian megafauna.

Up to 60 species of native megafauna vanished at least 50,000
years ago, including massive 300 kg claw-footed kangaroos and 
giant ‘wombats’, weighing nearly three tonnes.

Some scientists argue that the first Australians drove these
extinctions through hunting methods that included burning the
landscape. The theory is these methods were so successful that
within 500 years there wasn’t enough food to support big meat 
eaters, such as the marsupial lion.

Wroe doesn’t agree. “You’ve got big beefy hairy-chested blokes
clumping across the prairies and whacking off megafauna with their
big pointy spears. You’ve got blood, you’ve got violence. It’s Arnold
Schwarzenegger does the late Pleistocene!

“We don’t have one piece of hard evidence that a human ever 
killed a megafaunal animal,” he says. In a recent paper Wroe’s team
demonstrated that 65 percent of extinct megafauna couldn’t be
placed within 80,000 years of human arrival. “To say humans were
responsible for their extinction is a big call.”

Wroe views the demise of Australia’s big animals as something
more complex than ‘the big kill’. He believes ‘the big chill’ – climate
change – was a key factor. “When you look at any Australian species
that’s recently become extinct, and there have been far too many, it
could be any one of half-a-dozen different mechanisms at work,” 
he argues. “It could be land clearing, it could be introduced pests, 
it could be predation, and it could be human-induced climate change.
More likely it’s some combination. It’s extremely complex.” ■

There are lots of potential spin-offs from 
this kind of work. We expect the results 
of these investigations on living animals to 
give us new insights for land management
and conservation

Bite club

Engineers have been digitally crash testing objects like cars and
planes for years. Stephen Wroe and his colleagues are using the
technique to learn more about the skulls of extinct species and living
ones, such as the African lion (pictured). “A bumper bar that comes
off a car assembly line will have a uniform thickness, shape and
strength,” says Wroe. “Skulls are different, their shape is very
complex, and bone density varies enormously.”

The process begins by capturing skull geometry using CT scans
and computer-assisted design. The process ‘simplifies’ a skull’s
structure into hundreds of thousands of discrete, connected
elements. “We then input material properties for bone types that
comprise the skull and establish boundary conditions, such as the
magnitude and direction of forces applied by the jaw muscles,” says
Wroe. “From here we can effectively crash test skulls under different
scenarios. By examining how the digital skull holds up under various
conditions we can determine what sort of forces and behaviours it’s
best adapted to handle, and examine competing hypotheses with
respect to feeding behaviour.” ■

Career highlight?
Receiving the QEll Research Fellowship and project funding.

Career lowlight?
Having to dig holes for a living early last year because I couldn’t get
funding for a salary.

Dream project?
I’m living that right now but down the track I’d like to be able to expand
into detailed analyses of other species, from goannas to humans.
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■ C O V E R  S T O R Y

Understanding how and why the brain
functions, and malfunctions, remains 
one of life’s great mysteries.

The emerging area of brain science is
applying different approaches to tackling some
of the most devastating conditions affecting
humanity – from Alzheimer’s disease and
depression through to memory loss and 
other neurological diseases. 

Over the past few months some of the
University’s leading researchers have made
international headlines with their studies in 
the field. Head of Psychiatry in the Faculty 
of Medicine, Professor Philip Mitchell, is
convener of Brain Sciences UNSW, a 
network established last year to facilitate
multidisciplinary research opportunities. 

It brings together experts in neuroscience,
psychiatry, psychology and neurology.

“There is a palpable excitement about he
neurosciences at the moment and we are at
the forefront of that,” says Professor Mitchell.
“Brain Sciences UNSW capitalises on the
existing research strengths of the University
and affiliated institutes into disorders such as
schizophrenia, anxiety, depression, bipolar
disorder and Alzheimer’s disease.

“What’s driving us is an awareness of the
arbitrariness of the boundaries. Increasingly,
the major breakthroughs will be where the
edges of disciplines overlap,” he says.

And the work of the network is already
making its mark, with a major study published
in this month’s British Journal of Psychiatry,

showing a genetic link to depression.
According to the 25-year study, more than 

a fifth of the population has a genetic
predisposition to depression following
exposure to multiple stressful life events. 
It found that people with a “stress-sensitive”
form of a serotonin transporter gene are 
more than twice as likely to suffer from major
depression than those with a “stress-resistant”
form of the gene.

Professor Mitchell, one of several co-authors,
says it’s a very significant finding. “It proves
that both nature and nurture are important in

By capitalising on its strengths in the brain sciences — neuroscience, psychiatry, psychology and
neurology — UNSW is making its mark on the next great frontier of medical research. By Susi Hamilton.

From left: Kay Wilhelm, Peter Schofield, 
Philip Mitchell and Gordon Parker
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depression. You can’t have one without the
other.”

The study is based on the DNA samples
and life histories of a group of 128 school
teachers who graduated in 1978. Lead 
author Associate Professor Kay Wilhelm, 
of St Vincent’s Hospital, established the 
cohort with Scientia Professor Gordon Parker,
Executive Director of the Black Dog Institute.
“We’ve been catching up with the group every
five years since, to see if there has been any
onset of depression with any major life
events,” says Professor Wilhelm.

Professor Peter Schofield, Director of the
Prince of Wales Medical Research Institute
(POWMRI), says there is an 80 percent chance
that those with a genetic predisposition will
become depressed if there are three or more
negative life events in a year.

“This contrasts with some people who 
have a genetic resilience against depression. 
Even in similar situations, there’s only a 
30 percent chance of them becoming
depressed,” he explains. The majority of 
the population – 53 percent – are somewhere
between these two groups.

Of the 128 study participants, 42 percent
met criteria for major lifetime depression, 
says Professor Wilhelm. “We already had a
chart for each individual’s life events and
whether or not they had a depressive episode.
Now the genetic tests back that up.”

She says the research has some major
implications for prevention and treatment.
“Perhaps you could reduce the likelihood of
depression among those with the vulnerable
genotype, by training them up in terms of
improving their coping styles and stress
responses.”

Other co-authors of the NHMRC-funded
research, Life events, first depression onset
and the serotonin transporter gene, are
Heather Niven, Adam Finch, Lucinda
Wedgwood, Anna Scimone and Ian Blair. 

Brain Sciences UNSW has also been
successful in attracting high-profile
international researchers and winning much
sought after funding bids.

Just four months after its launch, UNSW 
and POWMRI secured the right to establish
Australia’s first Professorial Chair of
Schizophrenia Research. With support 
from NSW Health and the Board of the
Neuroscience Institute of Schizophrenia and
Allied Disorders (NISAD), $8 million will be
invested over the next five years to establish 
a joint program. The appointment to the 
Chair is expected to be announced shortly.

Another coup for the research network was
the appointment of Australian biochemist
Professor Lindy Rae as the inaugural
NewSouth Global Professor in Brain Sciences.
Professor Rae is internationally recognised for
her expertise in magnetic resonance.

One of her current projects is looking at the
drug commonly known as GBH. Previously
used in medical practice, it is now popular on
the party scene, with sometimes fatal
consequences. “While it was used as an
anaesthetic in the past, we don’t really know
how it is operating on a neurochemical level.
We hope our work will unravel that,” says
Professor Rae, who is based at POWMRI.

She will also be collaborating with Associate
Professor Rick Richardson from the School of

Psychology to find out more about another
drug, DCS, and its effect on the brain. 
“DCS has been used for around 30 years to
treat tuberculosis,” says Professor Richardson.
“Now there’s increasing evidence that it can
benefit those who are suffering from anxiety
too.”

He is currently working on human trials to
see if the drug helps with social phobias and
other anxieties such as post-traumatic stress
disorder. “The key thing about this drug is 
that it works on a receptor in the brain which 
is crucial in learning and memory,” says
Professor Richardson. “So it needs to be
administered with some sort of ‘learning’
component in therapy. Currently, that’s through
exposure to what the subjects fear, in
controlled circumstances.”

The Head of the School of Psychology,
Professor Peter Lovibond, says collaborations
such as this have been made possible by
Brain Sciences UNSW. “What psychology
brings to the area is a sophisticated functional
analysis of what the brain does,” he says. 
“You can then discover the neural mechanisms
that underpin particular functions, such as
memory, attention or emotion. If you have a
poor theoretical model, you can’t interpret 
your neural data. We need to further
understand both normal and abnormal brain
functioning.”

The quest for 
healthy ageing
One hundred years after the first description 
of Alzheimer’s disease, a comprehensive
global assessment of the prevalence of this
and other forms of dementia has been
published in The Lancet.

UNSW Professor Henry Brodaty, an
international expert in psychogeriatrics, is 
one of the paper’s authors. 

The study predicts that the number of
people affected by dementia will double every
20 years to more than 81 million by 2040. 
(This assumes there are no changes to
mortality and any effective prevention
strategies or curative treatments.)

“Our research found that 24.3 million people
currently have dementia,” says Professor
Brodaty. “There is one new case every seven
seconds, which equates to 4.6 million new
cases of dementia every year.”

While most people with dementia live in
developing countries, the rates of increase 
are not uniform. “Developed regions start from
a high base, but will experience a moderate 
to proportionate increase in the coming
decades. The rate of increase is predicted to
be three to four times higher in developing
countries,” Professor Brodaty says.

Senior Research Fellow in the School of
Psychiatry, Dr Colleen Loo, hopes that 
her work will help those suffering from
debilitating depression without the use 
of anti-depressants.

Dr Loo and her team have just finished 
a trial using repetitive transcranial magnetic
stimulation (rTMS) with dramatic results.
Using a simple coil held to the patient’s head,
the technique stimulates the brain through
highly intensive magnetic fields. “These
produce small currents in an area of the brain
which has been shown to be underactive in
depressed people,” explains Dr Loo, who is
based at the Black Dog Institute.

“We’ve found that people who have a
chemical depression are mostly happy with
the results. It’s non-invasive, patients don’t
have to be admitted to hospital and each
session only takes 30 minutes,” she says.

The technique has been used for decades,

and has few side effects, but is not yet used
in routine clinical practice. Dr Loo says her
research could change that. “We believe
we’re the first to use rTMS twice a day on
patients. Those who chose to get six weeks
of this treatment, instead of the standard two,
had dramatically improved results.”

Dr Loo is also using the therapy in two
other trials. The first involves people with
schizophrenia who have auditory
hallucinations and the second is focused on
teenagers who are suffering from depression.

Collaborating with her on this work is
Professor Simon Gandevia and Dr Janet Taylor
from POWMRI and UNSW neuropsychiatrist
Professor Perminder Sachdev.

Dr Loo is currently enrolling subjects for
her next project, using another non-invasive
procedure for treating depression, which is
known as transcranial direct current
stimulation. ■

Drug-free treatment for depression 

There is a palpable excitement about the neurosciences at 
the moment and we are at the forefront of that
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According to the paper, by 2040 there will 
be three times more people living with
dementia in China and Western Pacific
countries than in Western Europe.

Meanwhile, Professor Brodaty and a team 
of UNSW researchers led by Professor
Perminder Sachdev, together with Tony Broe
and Brian Draper, have received a $5 million
NHMRC grant to study healthy ageing. The
five-year study will examine how lifestyle,
social interaction, diet, exercise and other
factors influence the way people age, both
physically and mentally.

Use it or lose it 
People who undertake complex mental 
activity across their lives almost halve their risk
of developing dementia, according to UNSW
research.

The study, published in Psychological
Medicine, is the first comprehensive review 
of the research in the field of brain reserve.
“Until now there have been mixed messages
about the role of education, occupation, IQ
and mentally stimulating leisure activities, in
preventing cognitive decline,” says lead author,
Dr Michael Valenzuela, from the School of
Psychiatry.

“Now the results are much clearer. It’s a
case of ‘use it or lose it’,” he says. “If you
increase your brain reserve over your lifetime,
you seem to lessen the risk of Alzheimer’s 
and other neurodegenerative diseases.”

The paper, co-authored by Professor
Sachdev, also from the School of Psychiatry,
integrates data from 29,000 individuals across
22 international studies. A key finding is that
individuals with high brain reserve have a 
46 percent decreased risk of dementia,
compared to those with low brain reserve. 

All the studies agreed that mentally
stimulating leisure activities, even later in life,
are associated with a protective effect, says Dr

Valenzuela. “This suggests that brain reserve is
not a static property, nor that it is determined by
early life experiences such as level of education,
socioeconomic deprivation or poor nutrition. It
is never too late to build brain reserve.”

Bipolar risk gene found
A risk gene for bipolar disorder has been
discovered by a team including researchers
from UNSW and the Garvan Institute of
Medical Research. 

The study, published in Molecular Psychiatry,
found those who have a particular form of the
gene are twice as likely to develop the disorder.
“This research could help with better diagnosis
of the condition and may also allow for new
treatments,” says co-author Professor Mitchell.

Bipolar disorder, which is also known as
manic-depressive illness, affects two people 
in every 100. “Apart from lithium, which a
significant number of patients cannot tolerate,
the currently available medicines are not
specific for the condition. The identification of
this gene could allow for the development of
targeted medicines,” he says.

The researchers are the first to use such 
a multifaceted approach to identify a bipolar
risk gene, explains Professor Peter Schofield,
who led the team at the Garvan Institute of
Medical Research, before moving to the
POWMRI. “We used a number of families,
unrelated patients and therapeutic drug
models. Each of these led us to the same
gene, called F-A-T 1.”

The team included researchers from
Macquarie University, NISAD, the University of
Wales, Cardiff and the Black Dog Institute at
the Prince of Wales Hospital. The lead author
on the paper, Dr Ian Blair, of the Garvan
Institute of Medical Research, is also a UNSW
conjoint senior lecturer. ■

The inaugural symposium of Brain Sciences
UNSW will be held next month.

■ C O V E R  S T O R Y

A unique collaboration on robotic control
systems could eventually benefit people with
artificial limbs. 

“Prosthetic and robotic hands are
notoriously clumsy and unforgiving,” says
UNSW Senior Research Fellow, Dr Michael
Breakspear. “Researchers are hoping to
design a new generation of robotic control
systems based on the principles of the
human brain.” 

With that in mind, Dr Breakspear is
bringing together several very different
research streams – neuroscience,
mathematics, engineering, psychology and
robotics.

An important first step is to look at how the
brain and hand interact. “I became interested
in doing experiments which relate to simple

movements of the hand because of the link
with depression,” says Dr Breakspear, who is
based at the Black Dog Institute.

“Voluntary and involuntary movements can
be markedly affected in severe depression. In
some cases people find it very difficult to
initiate movements, such as getting out of
bed. At other times, people get very agitated,
so they get involuntary movements.”

Electrophysiology and functional
neuroimaging experiments will enable the
team to establish how the neural pathways
are disturbed during that process. This
preliminary stage of the project could also
shed light on other neurological disorders
such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder,
epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease and dementia,
he says. ■

Robotic hand control

This research proves that both nature and nurture are important
in depression. You can't have one without the other
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UNSW researchers, in partnership with the
Australian Institute of Family Studies, will
conduct a four-year national evaluation of

the Federal Government’s Stronger Families 
and Communities Strategy.

The $5.3 million project is designed to 
assess whether the government is adequately
assisting the needs of vulnerable children and
their families. “The evaluation will address the
whole strategy, and will focus particularly on 
the implementation of the Communities for
Children initiative in 45 disadvantaged
communities in Australia,” says Professor 
Ilan Katz, Acting Director of the SPRC, who 
is heading up the evaluation team. 

The initiative funds non-government
organisations to develop and implement 
early intervention programs for children aged
0–5 years in consultation with the local
community. The researchers have started the
fieldwork phase of their evaluation, interviewing
families involved in the initiative. “While all the
communities are disadvantaged, they are
diverse and include urban multi-ethnic
communities and rural Indigenous communities,”
Professor Katz says.

The team’s assessment will focus on
improvements in health, education and
parenting, as well as coordination of service

delivery. “Acknowledging that it takes time 
for the effects of early intervention investment 
to become evident, we will examine whether 
the funding is being used effectively to promote
better child development, improved family
functioning and whether the communities
themselves have become more supportive 
of families with young children.”

The evaluation will also look at two other
components of the Stronger Families and
Communities Strategy, which fund early

childhood programs and local community-
building projects. 

UNSW researchers are also leading a 
team that will assess the effectiveness of a 
new early intervention program introduced 
by the NSW Government’s Department of
Community Services (DoCS). The program 
is designed to reduce the growing number 
of children referred to the state’s child 
protection system. 

The SPRC was awarded a $1.8 million grant
from DoCS to conduct the four-year evaluation.
The early intervention program is a key initiative

of the NSW Government’s $1.2 billion child
protection reform package. 

“If implemented well early intervention is the
best way of preventing problems and abuse,
and strengthening families before they reach
crisis point,” Professor Katz says. “The project
will monitor the effectiveness of the program and
allow us to identify areas where improvements
can be made. It will also include an economic
assessment to determine whether the program
is cost-effective.

“The evaluation will also make a significant
contribution to the growing knowledge base of
what works best in terms of early intervention
approaches for children and their families.”

The early intervention program is the largest
ever implemented in Australia and will use an
innovative evidence-based approach modelled
on programs from the US and the UK. 

The SPRC-led consortium includes experts
from the University of Technology, Sydney, the
University of Western Sydney and the Gnibi
College of Indigenous Australian Peoples at
Southern Cross University. ■

If implemented well early intervention is the best way of
preventing problems and abuse, and strengthening families
before they reach crisis point

Spotlight on early intervention
The University’s Social Policy Research Centre (SPRC) has been awarded more than $7 million from
state and federal governments to review early intervention programs for at-risk children and their
families. By Alex Clark.

Gender inequity in housework may be
contributing to Australia’s falling birth rate,
says Dr Lyn Craig of the Social Policy

Research Centre.
Dr Craig has recently commenced a

three-year ARC-funded project to research
the decline in fertility rates across 
14 OECD countries including Australia.

“Many people believe that if there are
more women back in the home there will

be more kids,” says Dr Craig.
“But this isn’t true. 

Existing research shows that countries that
support women in the workplace have higher
fertility rates. My research will investigate
whether gender equity in housework and child

care also matters. Put simply, do
women have more children if the

work and cost of raising them is
shared more
equally?”

Dr Craig is undertaking an international
review of tax, labour and family policies, and
will conduct time-use analysis to determine
whether policy differences affect the way men
and women in different countries divide their
time between paid work and domestic labour. 

“I hope this research will support the
formulation of new policies that lessen the cost
to women of having children, including making

it easier to combine motherhood
and paid employment,” she says. 

“Right now that is really difficult
and there are huge personal costs

for mothers through lost earning
opportunities or overwork. Children

are a social benefit to everyone, but
they are a public good for which
mothers are paying a disproportionately
high price.”

“If women experience a huge
disparity of opportunity and
equality according to whether or
not they are mothers, then who
is going to have kids?”

By Alex Clark

The real picture on fertility rates

■ N E W S  &  R E S E A R C H



Melting 
moments
International law expert Rosemary Rayfuse is passionate
about protecting the polar environments. And as Alex Clark
reports, she’s prepared to go to the end of the earth to do it.

All you can hear is mother nature and the 
movement of ice beneath your skis. You get  

a good sense of your place in the universe 
and realise what is important
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Next month Associate Professor Rosemary Rayfuse, of the Faculty
of Law, will attempt to become the first Australian woman to ski
from the North Pole to Canada’s Ward Hunt Island.

An experienced expeditioner, Professor Rayfuse is taking on her
toughest adventure yet. Together with six team members, she will
cross some of the most dangerous and inhospitable ‘terrain’ on
Earth to raise awareness of the new challenges to polar governance
presented by global climate change, increasing human impact, and
technological developments.

“These issues have direct relevance to Antarctica and Australia’s
interests in the region,” she says. “Antarctica will also experience the
changes that are occurring in the Arctic and it’s incumbent on
lawyers and political scientists to consider the implications and
prepare regulatory responses now.”

While Professor Rayfuse says the current regional co-operative
arrangements in place in the North Pole are inadequate, they do
provide a starting point for consideration of future models for
Antarctica.

“Australia’s claim to 42 percent of the Antarctic continent is not
accepted by the rest of the international community,” she says.
“Should the Antarctic Treaty, which suspends national claims in
Antarctica, be terminated, Australia will have to defend its claim. 
It therefore needs to be vigilant in protecting its interests.”

“The Japanese for example have been blatantly challenging
Australia’s Antarctic maritime claims with their ongoing whaling in 
that portion of the Southern Ocean that Australia claims as part 
of its exclusive economic zone.”

Her concerns about resource exploration and exploitation are not
limited to the sea. “Global climate change is melting the polar ice
leaving both continental shelf resources and continental resources,
such as minerals, oil and gas, increasingly exposed to exploitation,”
she says. “In the Arctic this will have significant impacts on local and
indigenous populations. In the Antarctic, this will make the mining
moratorium, adopted in the Environmental Protocol to the Antarctic
Treaty, look less and less attractive. As commercial pressures
increase, the moratorium could be terminated.”

Rising global temperatures are also making the Poles increasingly
accessible to commercial shipping, scientists and tourists and
Professor Rayfuse believes this increasing activity requires careful
management. “This further highlights the need for updated and 
co-operative regulations that respond to the changes in polar
environments.”

Next year marks the Third International Polar Year, which will bring
together scientists from around the world working in the area. 
“Where science leads law must follow,” says Professor Rayfuse, 
who is currently collaborating on research proposals on the future of
oceans governance in polar areas with colleagues in Canada and
across Australia.

But for Professor Rayfuse, this is not just an intellectual challenge.
Two mornings a week, wearing a backpack and dragging a sled full 
of sandbags along Maroubra Beach, she works through her punishing
training schedule in preparation for her North Pole challenge.

“Up there we call it ‘survival skiing’ – it’s not exactly glamorous
hauling an 85 kg sled over tenuously frozen sea ice,” she says.
“Imagine skiing over ice cubes … you’ve got to constantly watch 
for ice shifting or disappearing. And then there are the pressure
ridges where you have to manhandle your sled over huge piles of 
ice rubble. It’s very challenging but at the same time absolutely
spectacular.” ■

Top: A/Prof Rayfuse skiing at Alex Fiord in the Arctic and above, training at
Maroubra Beach

Associate Professor Rayfuse will be delivering a free public lecture, Melting Moments – The Future of Polar Governance in a Warming World, at
the Australian National Maritime Museum on 8 March at 6pm. She is also using the expedition to raise funds for the Faculty of Law Endowment
Fund that supports student programs. To donate please contact Amanda Hansen at a.hansen@unsw.edu.au. Updates on the North Pole
Challenge will be available on the Faculty of Law website www.law.unsw.edu.au.

The expedition begins
on 10 April from
Borneo, a temporary
Russian ice station,
located on the polar ice
at 89 degrees north.
From here, the team 
will ski 100 km to the
North Pole and
continue over the top of
the world for a further
770 km to Canada.
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For an alliance between two democratic
nations to endure for more than half a
century, it must have the support of

governments and public opinion in both
countries. Since the ANZUS Treaty was signed
in 1951, the American government and
American public opinion have generally been
supportive, with the exception of some delicate
moments in the 1970s. Australian governments
have always wanted to maintain the alliance,
whatever their leaders might say in private or
might have said when in opposition. The
potentially weak link in the chain has usually
been Australian public opinion. 

There has always been one element of
Australian public opinion that believes that no
price is too high for the American alliance,
because it is a sort of magical talisman that can
save us from fearful evils as it did in the 1940s.
On the other side, there is an element that
believes that all Americans are imperialistic
warmongers, with whom we should have no
dealings. After years of argument, most
Australians reject both those extremes. They
want to keep the alliance in place, but they also
want to be assured that our leaders are
managing it in Australia’s national interests, not
merely offering obsequious support as the
premium for a strategic insurance policy.

During the past 50 years, Australian
governments have used five main arguments to
convince the Australian public that the alliance
should be maintained. Four have been used for
decades, the fifth is relatively new. The most
important is the strategic guarantee – the idea
that in the event of serious challenge, the two
nations will stand side by side. The other
arguments all relate to privileged access. Deeply
embedded in our strategic culture is the idea
that the alliance gives us access to key policy
makers, so that we can influence American
policies while those policies are still being
formed. We have also been told that we are
granted exceptional access to the highest levels
of American intelligence, as well as to American
defence science and technology, by far the most
advanced in the world. And in the last year or
so, we have been told that, as a reward for our
alliance loyalty, we have been granted special
access to the American market under the free
trade agreement.

According to the politics of the times, these
arguments have waxed and waned in

prominence in official statements. All are strong
arguments, but they all need to be debated and
reassessed in the light of current circumstances.
Since the conflict in Iraq, for example, the
competence and integrity of the American
intelligence agencies have been severely
criticised, while the AWB scandal is a reminder
that Australia and the United States are natural
competitors in agricultural trade. Linking trade
more closely to the security relationship carries
dangers for both.

Where could this debate take place?
Remarkably, we do not have an institution
dedicated to serious analysis of the
Australian–US alliance and the broader bilateral
relationship. Governments have established
bodies like the Australia–China Council and 
the Australia–Indonesia Institute to promote
bilateral relations with about half-a-dozen of 
our major Asian partners, but no comparable
institution exists on the American relationship.

Universities in the 1990s competed to
establish research institutes on Asia and
Australian–Asian relations, but the only 
institute on Australian–American relations was
allowed to founder. Institutions such as the
Australian–American Leadership Dialogue 
and the Australian–American Association play
useful roles, but none tackles some crucially
important tasks. 

No-one, for instance, commissions
substantial analyses of potential challenges to
the Australian–American relationship. Nor is
there a regular ‘State of the Alliance’
conference. Such a conference, rather like the

annual shareholders’ meeting of a corporation,
would allow the managers of the alliance – the
relevant agencies of government – to report to
the ‘shareholders’, the electorate, on the
performance of the Australian political capital
that has been invested in the alliance.

Perhaps some new institution might be
formed or an existing institution – a university, 
a think tank, a non-governmental organisation
or a parliamentary committee – might see
something in those ideas and use them as the
basis for some constructive action. 

We should get beyond treating the
Australian–American relationship as if it were 
an instrument of unmitigated good or evil. We
should see it as a continuing political institution
whose past performance and future challenges
must constantly be reassessed. That would be
the best way of ensuring that it continues to
survive, and serves Australia’s interests, for the
next 50 years. ■

■ O P I N I O N

Permanent friends? The future of the US alliance
The Australian–American
relationship is a political 
institution in its own right, 
whose performance and future
challenges must constantly 
be reassessed, argues 
Peter Edwards.

The AWB scandal is a reminder that Australia and the US are
natural competitors in agricultural trade. Linking trade more
closely to the security relationship carries dangers for both
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Peter Edwards is a Visiting Professor at
UNSW@ADFA. Best known as the official
historian of Australia’s involvement in the
Vietnam War and two other South-East Asian
conflicts, he has recently published a Lowy
Institute Paper, Permanent Friends? Historical
Reflections on the Australian–American
Alliance, and a biography of the influential
public servant Sir Arthur Tange, entitled
Arthur Tange: Last of the Mandarins (Allen &
Unwin, 2006). This is a revised version of an
article first published in The Australian.
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■ N E W S  &  R E S E A R C H

Historians of early European Australia have long been interested in
those who attempted to flee the colony. In her paper, This spirit of
emigration: the nature and meanings of escape in early New South

Wales, Dr Karskens, of the School of History, compares the diverse
accounts over the last century.

“Early on some are painted as deluded fools, pathetic victims of their
flights of fancy,” she says. “But by the 1950s stories of convict escapes
barely featured in our history pages.”

“Perhaps academic scholarship shunned what it judged as folkloric, or
smacked of popular interest in thrilling tales and tragic lonely death.”

When they do reappear decades later they are portrayed not as
objects of pity but as active agents of their own destinies:
men “bursting forth from the confining cloak of imperial
history, thirsty for a taste of freedom”. 

So what became of these escapees, and where did they
go? “Few historians have pursued these questions,” says 
Dr Karskens. “In fact, NSW convicts surfaced all over the world
from Calcutta and Mauritius to South America and Ceylon.”

These changing historical accounts reflect a shifting
understanding of the colony. 

Dr Karskens’ re-examination of the early colony challenges
the broadly held view that escapes were the flight of lone
white, predominately Irish, men. She reveals that they were in
fact a diverse group, which included Indigenous men and
convict women.

“Those most likely to take flight fell into four categories,”
she explains. They were recent arrivals to the colony, those
with life sentences and nothing to lose, those who felt they
had served their time and finally a “special” group who turned
historical accounts upside down.

“These were the sorts of men who carried out brilliant
escapes like the seizure of The Harrington in 1808 and who
attempted to ‘cut out vessels’ from Sydney Harbour.”

“In any case, the colony had no walls and was unable to
constrain people or even count them, making it difficult to tell
who had escaped.”

Her research also reveals that escapes occurred more often in groups
and were meticulously planned. “Stores, tools and equipment were
invariably stockpiled and packed up at secret locations, the time of day
or night arranged for rendezvous, and shipmates carefully chosen.” 

A surprising finding of Dr Karskens’ review of escape attempts was
that the vast majority were by sea rather than by land. 

“While historians have rightly given voice to the stories of escapees
heading north or over the Blue Mountains to ‘China’ or an inland
Australian ‘paradise’, these were in fact often invented stories, strategies
used by convicts to disguise their true intentions and intelligence.”

As convicts began to hold a stake in the colony, the number of great
escapes dwindled, says Dr Karskens. “They had created the things that
mattered most to them and for which it appears many had earlier tried to
escape for – economic opportunities, community, culture, and for the
lucky ones, family.” ■

The great escape
Australian historians have often painted convict escapees of the early colony as lone and deluded men
who were determined to reach China or some inland ‘paradise’. But historian Dr Grace Karskens has
uncovered quite a different truth in her re-examination of this period. In a paper about to be published in
the Journal of Australian Colonial History, she reveals escapees were a more diverse and ingenious lot
than once thought. By Alex Clark.

Above: The escape of William and Mary Bryant, with their children and other
convicts, as depicted in H. Blanche’s book for schoolchildren The Story of Australia
Illustrated, c1957. The caption reads in part: “AMAZING ESCAPE: One of the most
exciting incidents in the story of Australia … The party make their way towards the
water through a dense, dark forest of rather un-Australian trees.”

Escape stories, and stories told in order to escape, had the power to capture minds, they inspired actions and shaped official accounts in the
early colony. As our earlier historians knew, they continue to exert that narrative power. Ironically, the imaginary stories the Irish people told
the authorities about China and paradise have largely eclipsed the astonishing geographical stories of the escapes themselves. Some escapees
criss-crossed the entire globe along the risky sea-routes, and took their chances in foreign ports. Others ‘discovered’ and explored strange
lands and coastlines far ahead of official parties, and still others made the first contacts with Aboriginal peoples, lived with them and learned
their languages. Their journeys challenge long-held ideas of the colony's remoteness, of distance as the factor shaping the settlement and
later the nation, yet they so often became footnotes in the ‘real’ story of colony building. Where in current popular and general historical
understandings of early NSW are the extraordinary feats of daring, courage and resilience by ordinary people whose names we often do not
even know? Exploring their histories and geographies allow us to escape from what Kay Daniels called the ‘unconscious scaffolding’ of
much early colonial and convict historiography, and the stories we tell ourselves about settlement and nascent nationhood.

Excerpt from This spirit of emigration: the nature and meanings of escape in early New South Wales
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When Katherine Nesbitt was looking at study options for her
Fulbright scholarship in Australia, UNSW was at the top of 
her list.

The Duke University law graduate had a clear brief for her Master
of Laws by Research: a comparative analysis of US and Australian
legislation and executive orders relating to the detention of terror
suspects and their constitutional implications. 

“I did some digging around and saw that the Gilbert + Tobin Centre
in the Faculty of Law was leading the debate,” she says. “So it was 
a perfect match.” The Centre is currently running a large five-year 
ARC-funded terrorism and law project.

“Given the similar challenges faced by the Australian and US
governments since the September 11 terrorist attacks, I thought it
would be very interesting to look at these individual liberties issues in
Australia while the debates about counter-terrorism legislation and a
Bill of Rights were going on,” she says. “As it turned out I couldn’t be
here at a more appropriate time – they’re such live issues.”

More generally, says Nesbitt, the area of research raises
complicated legal and human rights issues both domestically and
internationally. “It’s fascinating to sort through all the case law and
precedent to see how our governments have dealt with similar
challenges in the past.”

Before taking up her scholarship, Nesbitt worked as a lawyer in
Washington DC for five years, and was involved in a number of
terrorism-related cases.

“The Fulbright award is very well known and it is something I’ve
always wanted to do. It’s a rare chance to step off the law firm career
treadmill and take a step back to look closely at an area of interest.
This has been an amazing opportunity for me to pursue my research.”

UNSW is also currently hosting two recipients of the Fulbright
Senior Scholar Award. Professor Theodore Cook, of William Paterson
University, is based at UNSW@ADFA, researching the Japanese war
with Asia and the West. 

Associate Professor Jack Judy from UCLA is based at the
Graduate School of Biomedical Engineering and is researching high-
density neuroelectronic brain-computer interfaces. He is collaborating
with Professor Nigel Lovell to develop research into retinal prostheses
for the blind.

The 2006 Australian Fulbright award winners will be announced in
Canberra on 28 March. Applications for the 2007 awards open in
June. Check the website for details www.fulbright.com.au. ■

By Denise Knight

No time for Australia to stand still

Ninety of the nation’s best young minds met last month at the Australian
Future Directions Forum (AFDF) to spell out a vision for the future. 
All under 40, the emerging leaders were invited on the basis of their

potential to play a leadership role in Australia over the next two decades.
The group represented a wide cross-section of society, from the community
sector and politics, to the military, media and the arts. The Forum Patron is
the Prime Minister.

Professor George Williams, of the Faculty of Law, was one of a handful 
of academics invited. He co-ordinated the conference’s leadership and
governance group. All participants were asked to prepare a short statement
on the challenges facing Australia.

Australia has achieved its place in the world, not by standing still, but
by embracing the need for ongoing reform. Without this, our comparative
strengths will be eroded and our relative quality of life diminished.

This illustrates what I see as a key challenge facing Australia, that is, the
need to maintain and indeed strengthen our capacity for innovation. This is
particularly the case given how the pace of change increases over time and
given the emergence of increasingly complex challenges and problems,
such as the threat posed by terrorism in a world with weapons of mass
destruction or the need to match local know-how to global markets.

A striking feature of Australia is that, while almost every facet of life has
changed over the course of the last century, our political and legal system
has remained largely static by comparison. It has often been left behind as
we have strived for economic development and tax reform or change in
sectors such as health and education.

We need to recognise not only the need for change in the pressing area
of the day, but also the underlying structures and processes of governance.
This is vital to support change in all areas, lest energy be dissipated and 
the drivers and facilitators of innovation impeded. In saying this, I recognise
the need for stability in politics and law. However, stability alone can
produce stagnation.

A good example is our Constitution, the basic law of the nation. While it
continues to be changed incrementally through interpretation by the High
Court, its 1901 text has been altered only eight times by referendum. Few
of these have involved a change of any real significance. The result is that
the Constitution remains almost completely in the form it was drafted in the
1890s, with no changes being made since 1977. 

By contrast, nations such as Canada, New Zealand and the United
Kingdom have made important changes over the last two decades to their
constitutional systems. Indeed, over 56 percent of the member states of 
the United Nations made major reforms to their constitutions between 
1989 and 1999.

Without change to our constitutional system, Australia cannot, for
example, escape: the short-term thinking that can dominate the federal
political process due to its three-year electoral cycle; the fact that Australia
is built upon the idea of six separate state-based economic zones rather
than a highly integrated national economy competing in a global market for
goods and services; and that we (now alone among democratic nations)
lack legal recognition of basic standards of social justice as part of a clear
statement of human rights.

Change to our political and legal system is not just a matter of providing
the best structures and processes for governance and ongoing reform. It is
also linked to core issues of Australian identity. We no longer see ourselves
as a constitutional monarchy with a hereditary monarch from Britain as our
head of state. Yet this legacy is entrenched by our Constitution. It must be
changed if we are to recognise Australia as a free, independent and
democratic nation.

The Forum voted to make “ending Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
disadvantage” the top priority for Australia over the next 15 years. Full
details of the conference outcomes and list of participants are available on
the AFDF’s website www.afdf.net.au. ■

Fulbright finds
a perfect
match
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Emerging artist Vanila Netto has only been practising for four
years but already she’s attracting a lot of attention.
The Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art is featuring her work in

its 21st Century Modern exhibition opening this week. She also
has a joint show running at the Gertrude Contemporary Art Spaces
in Melbourne.

Since finishing her honours degree in fine art at COFA, Brazilian-
born Netto has concentrated on photography but her work often
combines painting, drawing, installation and sculpture. 

She had her first solo show in 2004, Cushion – Do Not Crush
Insulation, at Sherman Galleries in Sydney, which represent her.

“My practice explores the depth of the relationship between
pleasure and austerity in the context of the problem of waste and
excess in contemporary culture,” Netto says.

Her images commonly explore the insatiable taste for
consuming the new. “Found objects are frequently my materials of
choice. I am drawn to obsolete, mass-produced items,” she says,
as they provide an “antidote to the frantic pace of redundancy.”

“Consumerism is making our civilisation far too mediocre,” she
argues. “There is much more emphasis on the latest product and
information than on thinking, reflecting, and cherishing the already
made, existing world.”

The influence of the Modernist Movement and key figures such
as Le Corbusier and Brancusi is strong.“It’s a source of inspiration
and stimulation. The Modernists’ search for the essential, for
simplicity; putting forth this idea of quality and goodness, these
notions appeal to me.”

Netto spent two months last year researching the life and work of Le
Corbusier as part of her Moya Drying Studio Residency at the Cite
International des Artes in Paris. “I wanted to experience why it was that 
people had an aversion to the muteness and austereness of that period.”

Her doctoral research, in the School of Media Arts, aims to create a 
dialogue between Modern “high ideals”, its rejection by Postmodernism, 
and contemporary culture. Architecture, design and the theories of Le
Corbusier are the essential marks of this discourse, she says. “Instead 
of becoming the envisioned learned gourmet as he aspired – the soothed,
balanced, vigorous souls; products of harmonious environments enabled 
by mass production – we ended up as gourmand – the voracious 
opposite.” ■

■ A R T S

The essence of Vanila
COFA PhD student Vanila Netto is not impressed by our “insatiable taste for consuming the new”. 
As Denise Knight writes, she finds inspiration for her work in Modernism’s search for simplicity.

All images courtesy of the artist and Sherman Galleries. Left: The Magnanimous
beige wrap – Part 1 (Contraptions), 2006. Netto is a finalist in the Citigroup Private
Bank Australian Photographic Portrait Prize at the Art Gallery of NSW for this work
– the winner will be announced on 24 March. Top: What is it like to be …
Above left: Metalhood; right: Canapé.



Adrian Lee retired last month
after more than 37 years of service to
UNSW. Emeritus Professor Lee has had a
distinguished career as both a researcher
and as an innovator in the area of
teaching and learning. He was the leader
of a large research team investigating the
organism Helicobacter pylori and the
diseases peptic ulcer and gastric cancer,
and worked on the development of a
vaccine against the bacteria, which kills
millions of people around the world each
year. From his earliest years at UNSW
Professor Lee has been committed to the
importance of training in university
teaching, and improving the quality of the
educational experience at UNSW. He was
appointed Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education
and Quality Improvement) in 2000.   

This is indeed my last word! No office, no coming back. I am moving on
to a new phase of my life. My thanks to all those wonderful friends
and colleagues who have made my life here at Kensington an

absolute delight. 
Here, I want to reflect on how academia has changed over all those

years. I hear often the lament that it has all got much harder and that
declining budgets and increasing bureaucracy have eroded those very
things that attracted us to life at a university. There is no way I could do
now what I did in the old days as a Senior Lecturer in medical
microbiology: every Friday down to the old Staff Club to have lunch with
a multidisciplinary group of political scientists, historians and writers.
Those old “Friday Club” lunches often extended late into the afternoon.
Were they the good old days? They might seem so but I am not so sure.
Were we self-indulgent?

Trying to get the right balance between research and teaching has
been a recurring theme in my portfolio. Hopefully, it is now becoming
clear that UNSW is putting more emphasis on teaching. Rewarding
achievement in teaching is an essential part of that process. I believe it is
possible to have a world-class research intensive university that excels in
teaching. I like to think that we are moving towards that but we have a
long way to go. 

However pressured we may feel, it is worth acknowledging just how
lucky we are. We have a remarkable freedom to spend a major part of
our lives researching those things that fascinate, excite and challenge us.
We may be told what to teach but no one tells us what to research. That
is our choice and ours alone. True, competition for funds is tough but our
success is up to us. 

The reality is that both government and the public believe we are here
to teach students. The majority of funds we receive are provided on that
expectation. The price of our freedom is that we try to teach well and
fulfil these community expectations. 

The most depressing part of my last six years has been to see the
pressure put on newer academics to ignore teaching to further their
research careers, even when they want to learn how to teach well. In
contrast, the most exciting part of my time in senior management has

been to come into contact with so many committed and inspiring UNSW
teachers.

So my last words are to challenge all academics to keep up the
increased momentum with respect to teaching. As your Deans and
Heads of School ask you to be more accountable, particularly as we
have linked the budget to performance in teaching, reflect on how you
can better help your students learn and how you can better respond to
their feedback. This does not have to be at the cost of your research.
Indeed, I feel we often forget how much student learning could be
focused on our own research. Forget content; let them experience your
excitement for research. 

And there are resources available to help you – try out a UNILT (UNSW
Network in Learning and Teaching) workshop. Take a look at the
Guidelines website and judge your teaching using the Toolkit.

For me it has been a privilege to be at this great University for almost
40 years. I have felt spoilt to have a job that I enjoyed coming to almost
every day. Not many in the general community are so lucky. I have loved
the opportunity to teach students and create opportunities where they
can live to their full potential. 

It has been an honour to be on the Senior Management Group with
three great Vice-Chancellors: John Niland who transformed the campus
(imagine what it was like taking visitors around 30 years ago!); Rory Hume,
who could have taken us far if he had been given the opportunity; and
Mark Wainwright who cares deeply for UNSW and has put us back on the
rails after a period of great turbulence. 

Finally, I have had so much pleasure in being given the freedom to
research as I wanted to, travel the world to talk about my beloved spiral
bugs, and work with some superb graduate students and research
colleagues. Our job descriptions expect a contribution in research,
teaching and administration. All can be done together and be satisfying. 
I have enjoyed it all … well almost! ■

UNILT workshop: www.ltu.unsw.edu.au
Guidelines website: www.guidelinesonlearning.unsw.edu.au

■ LAST WORD

Professor Lee with research colleagues


